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Chapter 1

The Vision

I

magine you have collected all your personal data in a safe place or repository similar your
bank account holding your money. This ‘personal data store’ has a dashboard, where you
– or someone you trust – can get an overview of your data stored by government agencies, private companies, organisations or just data sets that you have collected and stored
yourself. It’s the place where you write your own ‘privacy settings,’ control who should have
access to your data, and how to use that data to improve life for you and society as a whole.
Maybe you want your online supermarket to know that you are a vegetarian and care for
fair-trade products to receive relevant oﬀers. You probably trust your doctor or hospital to
have access to your health data at all times - and may be also your exercise data. Scientists
from public universities could be allowed to use part of your data to find better treatments
or give you personalised health recommendations. Your insurance company needs part of
your health data for your health insurance and maybe your driving data, too, to oﬀer you a
better premium on car insurance since you are a responsible driver. Your babysitter will
have to know how to feed your son, who is allergic to gluten, and your favourite streaming
channel will become even better if it knows what you have watched before, and others
could benefit from having access to your reading list. Again, you decide who should know
what about you when. That is - by the way - the definition of privacy.
That personal data store can advise you on how to keep control over your data, but maybe
you are too lazy and instead choose someone to do it on your behalf just like people pick a
bank or financial adviser to take care of their money. Parts of your data will be stored on
many diﬀerent servers, for instance one hosted by public authorities so the hospital has access to your health journal in case you end up in the hospital, the police will have your criminal record and tax authorities your tax return. But you can always request a copy of your
data from both the public authorities and private companies so your full digital profile remains under your control.
How the personal data store of your choice will work for you diﬀers. Ideally, you select your
privacy settings and maybe grant some entities automatic access to parts of your data. Others might have to ask you every time, and maybe you can give consent in real time over
your mobile phone. You will probably also be able to set expiration dates for access to your
data.
In the future, there will be a lot of new services to empower yourself or society with your
data. Data empowerment will drive our economy, advances in health and science to find
new cures or help fight a pandemic, all way to alleviate traﬃc and make better career choices.
If this sounds like a whole lot of work and responsibility to put on individuals, it is. An individual, though, is not the only one to shoulder that responsibility, as there are other actors in
a democratic society that have to step up. The state must ensure that we have suﬃcient
laws around privacy and data use and enforce them, and companies must innovate with respect to individual autonomy. As individuals, finally, we have to do a lot to upgrade data literacy.
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Individual data control, in the end, is the only way to build a democratic data-driven society,
a data democracy.
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Chapter 2

Data-Driven Societies & Business Models

T

oday’s data-driven societies break down into roughly two models. A data dictatorship
and a surveillance capitalistic society1.

In a data dictatorship, the government controls personal data and thus more or less
run citizens’ lives. It is most distinct in China, where individuals are asked to sign up to a social credit score. It is based on a set of databases and initiatives that monitor and assess the
trustworthiness of an individual (a similar system is set up for companies and governmental
entities). A good rating could result in priority access to health care or deposit-free rent at
public housing, while a negative rating could ban individuals from transport services. Most
of the data is gathered from traditional sources such as financial, criminal and government
records, as well as existing data from registry oﬃces along with third-party sources such as
online credit platforms. The Chinese government is also collecting data via facial recognition video surveillance, meaning citizens loose points on their social credit score for misdemeanors such as jaywalking. Millions of Chinese have been literally discredited this way
and are restricted from taking flights and high-speed rail, or deemed untrustworthy to receive a loan.2 On the other hand, one can earn points for behaving, for instance paying back
your loans on time.
In a data dictatorship, humans are monitored by the state, directly or via private companies,
which in turn are often sanctioned or punished if they don’t remain friendly with the authorities. School children become another victim of data-surveillance techniques which constantly measure whether they stay focused and perform well enough.3
In a surveillance capitalistic society, on the other hand, private corporations control our
personal data and thus more or less our lives like in the USA. Data monopolies like Google
(Alphabet) and Facebook - and Amazon in some countries - probably know more about
many of us than anybody else, and they make a fortune from building detailed physical and
psychological profiles of every single individual. Based on those profiles they sell access to
us to advertisers, politicians or others interested in knowing us and influencing our behaviour. These data monopolies, though, are not data brokers which make money from selling data directly, for example lists of people who live next door to a cancer patient because
they are more likely to support cancer campaigns) or fathers who have lost a son in a car
accident.4 Neither do data monopolies sell data indirectly as many start-ups do when they
execute their exit strategy and sell their service plus all the data they collected to another
company. The surveillance capitalistic companies have a much better business model. They
can constantly update and refine data they have on us and sell access to us to third parties
again and again.
A surveillance capitalistic society means more inequality because it creates even more wealth for the few who are already wealthy. With the election of Donald Trump in 2016 and
even with the reelection of Barrack Obama in 2012, it came to light how Facebook’s ad system can be used to manipulate us politically by reinforcing our negative feelings towards

https://shoshanazuboﬀ.com
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3096090/what-chinas-social-credit-system-and-why-it-controversial
3 https://youtu.be/JMLsHI8aV0g
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one politician or our positive feelings for a specific political cause. Having access to detailed information about people, political advertisers can feed them with messages that confirm their worst fears and inner hopes. The ad tech infrastructure, where ads are auctioned
live in milliseconds as we are tracked around websites, is also being used to economically
manipulate us. The ad tech industry calls it ‘personalisation’ or micro-targeted advertising. It
is not only about content and ads - but also about manipulating the prices of goods or services you might be shopping for.5 In this system, you will be shown the price you are willing
to pay. Amazon invented price diﬀerentiation and has become at a master at employing it.
The EU today is probably a good mix of the data dictatorship and the surveillance capitalist
model. Yet, the EU and some other countries, including Japan, are also striving for, what
could be called a data democracy.

5
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Chapter 3

Data Democracy & Individual Data Control

I

n a data democracy, it is neither the state nor businesses that control your data. It is you.
You control your own life and thus data related to you. A data democracy supports self-determination for people. Ideally, we have personal autonomy and can freely elect politicians
without pressure or manipulation.
Various governmental oﬃces and companies each might sit on some of your personal data.
But you are in the driver’s seat and retain control of your full profile. That way, you can decide if you want to empower yourself with your data, donate it for larger societal purposes or
make it available for other uses.
All over the world, from Finland and Germany to Canada and Japan, companies and governments are working to build data democracies. It is a huge task, as we need a new digital
infrastructure, new standards, new ecosystems, services, governance models and audits to
make it work. Despite some disadvantages, there are many big benefits and tangible gains
for individuals, societies, governments, organisations and companies in building a new digital infrastructure that is truly transparent, open and human-centric.
With the GDPR6, Europe took the first step towards a data democracy, where individuals are
granted certain rights to their own data such as the right to portability which means getting
a usable copy of our data and ‘port’ it somewhere else, for example to a personal data
store.
With individual control over your full data puzzle, you might choose to give your doctor access to your calorie counter on your phone in order to get better advice on losing weight, or
give the tax collector access to your location data on your phone to prove your daily commute and thus be able to deduct expenses. You might want to grab your Here We Go data7
or data from your fertility tracking apps and donate them to science. Or you have discovered a service that can help you calculate a less polluted and more scenic bike route to your
job in return for seeing your location data.
In a data democracy nobody ‘owns’ your data - not even you. Ownership is a legal term that
should not be attached to personal data as if it was real estate. Nobody can own your data,
just as nobody can own your body. It is better to call it control. But if a company uses your
data - with your approval, of course - in an anonymised analysis and generate new insights,
that company owns those insights.
Data democracies in their fullest form don’t exist yet. Therefore, more and more people are
learning the basics of digital selfdefense to protect their privacy.8 Data protection is a fundamental first step in individual data control, and it is very important. But we should think
about how we can also benefit from our own data. It is time for individuals to take back control of their data - that is, being in charge of their lives and their opinions.

6

https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/
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Alternative to Google Maps: https://wego.here.com
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Chapter 4

Personal Data Standards

T

o enable individual data control, we need standards allowing us to protect, activate
and share our data in a human-centric and fair way. Various initiatives around the world are working on such standards. We describe them in alphabetical order.

ANewGovernance, France/Belgium.9 ANewGovernance is an international organisation
pushing for a fair data economy and building standards with a specific focus on data sharing. They’re aiming at creating a new governance body for the personal data sharing infrastructure in the form of a public-private partnership. Their vision is ‘a global human-centric
personal data network in which all organisations take part and where data can easily flow
from one organisation to the other under the person's complete control and transparency.’
In their report on Personal Data Sharing10, Matthias de Bievre and Olivier Dion from ANewGovernance conclude:
“Europe has a historic opportunity to play a central role in the major technological
developments of the 21st century. The entry into force of the GDPR and the new EU
Data Strategy could help to make Europe a leading technological continent. The
governance body and the technical infrastructure we propose to put in place, using
a collaborative approach, make it possible to implement this vision. Without coordination and pooling of eﬀorts, this new economy will not benefit all the players in the
ecosystem. Without an architecture centred on the individual and their rights, we will
remain captive to a model of personal data circulation centred on Big Tech platforms. While establishing respect for rights, and in particular privacy, the potential for
creating a new type of service, closer to the individual and their objectives and needs, has never been more tangible.”
IHAN, Finland. Since 2018, the Finish future fund Sitra has been working on the IHAN project, which is building the foundation for a ‘fair and functioning data economy and creating a
common concept for data sharing.’ It is not a new technology, but rules and guidelines for
fair use of data, finding an easy way for individuals to identify reliable services that use their
data in a fair way.11 They’ve built a blueprint12 for companies that want to live up to the IHAN
requirements. It contains detailed functional requirements for all functional components of
an IHAN ecosystem at the end user, service provider and data provider levels. And they are
running several pilots13, e.g. how individuals can collect health data about themselves, control and share it, a consent management system, and how artificial intelligence systems can
be explained to humans.
HAT, UK.14 The HAT Community Foundation (HCF)15 is a non-profit organisation which started under a UK grant in 2013 to develop new methods of collecting and using data. Today, it
is essentially a governance body. In 2016, Dataswift was founded, a commercial company in
9

https://www.anewgovernance.org/
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https://www.thedigitalnewdeal.org/wp-content/uploads/Personal-data-sharing-governance_publication_DigitalNewDealFoundation.pdf
11

https://www.whinn.dk/media/1813/sitra-the-promise-of-fair-data-economy.pdf
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https://media.sitra.fi/2018/12/22091907/ihan-blueprint-2-5.pdf
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https://www.sitra.fi/en/projects/ihan-pilot-projects/#what-is-it-about
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https://www.hubofallthings.com/
https://www.hatcommunity.org/
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order to operationalise the idea16 of HAT owners and HAT partners. As a HAT owner you
can import your data via ‘data plugs’ from Google, Facebook, Twitter, Spotify and Fitbit and
you can delete it and store it in your HAT.
International Data Spaces Association17, Germany (IDSA). This is not for individuals but for
companies and organisations: It is a coalition of more than 130 member companies writing
the specs for data spaces or banks for companies creating a trusted and secure data space
in which companies can manage their data assets in a sovereign fashion. They regard their
work similar to establishing Bluetooth as a standard everyone can use. "Our goal is nothing
less than a global standard for international data spaces (IDS) and interfaces, as well as
fostering the related technologies and business models that will drive the data economy of
the future across industries," they write.
MyData, Finland. A global organisation helping companies18 live up to MyData Principles19
and develop services according to the same principles. With an annual conference and a
MyData Operator certification scheme (without independent third-party control), it pushes
for a fair data economy with individual data control. As of spring 2021, there were 27 certified MyData operators.
OBIE, UK.20 The Open Banking Implementation Entity (OBIE) ensures that all banks and building societies comply with standardised formats for APIs, security profiles, customer experience, and operational guidelines in order to facilitate trustworthy and secure data sharing.
Obie acts as a trusted third party, creating the technical standards and industry guidelines
that support Open Banking. Consumers can determine who has access to their data and
can revoke access at any point.
Solid, USA. Behind this initiative is the creator of the world wide web (www), Sir Tim Berners-Lee, who is dissatisfied with he way the web has developed. His initiative describes
itself as a ‘technology for organising data, applications, and identities on the web. Solid shorthand for social linked data - is a technology which enables richer choices for people,
organisations and app developers by building on existing web standards.’
Solid lets people store their data in decentralised data stores called Solid Pods21. Here you
decide yourself, where to host your data, e.g. in Germany,22 or to store it only on your own
device. Pods are like secure personal web servers for data. When data is stored in someone's pod, the user controls who can access it. Users can store all kinds of data, and that
data is portable and completely interoperable. Solid creates interoperable ecosystems of
applications and data. The Flemish region of Belgium is the first public region to partner
with Solid and promise a better web.23
The Data Transfer Project, USA.24 Launched in 2018 to create an open-source, data portability platform, so that individuals across the web could move their data between online service providers. The companies behind it, Google, Apple, Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft,
say they believe interoperability and portability are central to innovation. An opinion very
https://www.hatcommunity.org/
https://internationaldataspaces.org
18 https://mydata.org/organisation-members/
19 https://mydata.org/declaration/
20 https://www.openbanking.org.uk/about-us/
21 https://solidproject.org/users/get-a-pod
22 https://www.hosteurope.de/en/
23 https://inrupt.com/blog/flanders-innovation-economy
16
17
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much in line with the EU data law, GDPR from 2018, which introduced the new right to portability to obtain your data in a usable format to bring to other competing services or for
use of your choice. This can help individuals move away their data from big tech platforms
to a platform where they are truly in control of their data.
TPDMS, Japan.25 Japan has been a first mover in establishing personal data stores. They
call them personal data banks. These banks secure user participation and control of their
data in a transparent and legal way and ensure its ethical use. TPDMS stands for Trusted
Personal Data Management Service and is a government led certification system of these
personal data banks in Japan. At least five Japanese personal data banks have been certified (autumn 2020).26 The scheme makes sure that there is transparency, user control, ethical use of data, privacy and security and proper oversight. It has a board of directors as well
as an audit and advisory committee with experts from all relevant areas such as law,
consumer protection, security, privacy, data ethics and, not least, independent external third
parties. It takes between three to six months to get TPDMS certification.

25
26

https://www.tpdms.jp/
https://online2020.mydata.org/programme/
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Chapter 5

Personal Data Stores

C

all them personal data stores, personal data vaults, data trusts, banks, intermediaries
or sharing services. They all aim for the same goal, helping individuals take control of
and benefit from their data. In other words: You hand over your data and possibly
also your data rights to a trustee. The trust creates a legal way to manage rights for your
benefit. It is a legal structure that provides independent stewardship of data.27 It can be given or take on fiduciary duties, meaning that it only acts in your best interest and only uses
data for your benefit.
Some of the personal data stores are also building an eco-system, which allows others to
build services or utilise data in the system - so others can participate.
There are many diﬀerent players in this field with various business and governance models28. Here are some of them in alphabetical order.
BitsAboutMe, Switzerland,29 is a technology start-up that wants to give users back the full
control over their data. With the help of an app, users can see the data that companies collect from them and then decide to whom they want to make it available to be monetised or
generate new insights. BitsAboutMe shows some great promise: The founder and CEO
Christian Kunz says; "As a start-up you often have a cool technology – but nobody knows
you or trusts you.” Therefore, BitsAboutMe has hooked up with Deutsche Bank, which is
testing the oﬀer internally first and later with selected customers. If it works and there is sufficient demand, the bank will oﬀer it to all its customers. Neither BitsAboutMe nor Deutsche
Bank has access to any of the users’ data - only the users themselves do.30 BitsAboutMe is
a MyData Operator.
CitizenMe, UK. The CitizenMe platform gives users a way to share something about themselves and get something in return. It has gained 300.000+ users growing 10% per months.
You decide how much or little you want to share, it could be with companies and causes
you believe in, whom you want to support or help sell ideas and products. Or it can be
taking part in medical research or just filling out a survey. According to CitizenMe, your data
is private and safely stored on your own device31 - your identifiable data is not stored with
CitizenMe. Once you decide to share it, the data is anonymised by CitizenMe and thus they
call their platform ZeroData. You can donate your money earned to causes like planting a
tree. Businesses can buy insights based on explicitly permissioned data or give customers a
hyper-personalised experience.
Cozy, France.32 This personal data store oﬀers various services. Users can store, share and
control their data in a personal cloud called CozyDrive. They can use their services such as
a password manager and a note tool, where they can easily share notes with others and
even a personal data banking service to manage and control their money. Cozy, a MyData
Operator, is free up to 5 GB of data and charges a fee after that.
https://theodi.org/article/defining-a-data-trust/
dataethics.eu/PDS-survey
29 https://bitsabout.me/en/
30 https://www.db.com/what-next/digital-disruption/dossier-future-financial-industry/the-best-of-both-worlds?
language_id=1#!
31 https://www.citizenme.com/terms-privacy/
32 https://cozy.io/en/
27

28
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DataForGood Foundation (DfG), Denmark. This is a non-profit foundation with independent oversight and a mission to secure individual data control. It is thus a neutral intermediary as described in the EU proposal to a Data Governance Act. DfG allows citizens to
exercise the right to control their personal data. All users get their own personal vault where
they can protect, activate and share their data and where they can get an overview of their
active consents they have given. The foundation plans to use the data in an aggregated
and anonymised form to gain new insights and create knowledge for the benefit of the
users but also for sale to private companies and the public sector - based on opt-in consent
from users. DfG is running three pilot projects financed by Danish foundations. One of them
uses cancer patients’ data. All personal data is encrypted based on Secure Multi Party
Computation (MPC). DfG does not have access to your data.
Dataswift, UK,33 was founded by Paul Tasker from the HAT Community. Users get a Personal Data Account in a decentralised personal data server that provides them with data protection and grants them ownership and control of all personal data. The individual user controls login, authentication, verification, and licensing of her/his private, personal data.34
Digi.me, UK. This private company is among the most succesful personal data stores when
it comes to attracting the most investment capital. You can download an app and store your
data from social media platforms like Twitter, financial data from your Visa card, health data
form Garmin or music from Spotify.35 Your data can be analysed and used in various apps to
better understand your finances, gain insights into your mood or participate in research
studies. The purpose of digi.me is to enable third parties to request data from individuals
through consent. Users can manage their consents in the app, and with a 'value exchange',
they can monetise their data as they want or donate them for beneficiary causes. It is a
MyData Operator, and alle data is encrypted by key held only byt the user.
Ethi.me, UK. The Ethi Platform is a personal data store built as a web app where you can
analyse the data companies have collected about you and decide what you want to do with
it, if anything. The private company is also behind FaceErase - an extension helping you delete data from Facebook, and Supersurfer - a browser extension using your data to auto-tag
and save links.
Healthbank.me, Switzerland. This personal data store helps individuals control and store
all their health data - from medical history, which can easily be shared with doctors, to pulse
and step measurements from smart devices. You can donate your data to science, and all
your data is encrypted and only visible to you, unless you give others access. Healthbank
itself does not have access to your data either.
iGrant.io, Sweden. iGrant is a cloud-based personal data exchange and consent mediation
platform focusing on serving companies. Its services help them give their customers control
of their data in a GDPR compliant way. The companies can engage with their customers in
real time, give them better personalised services and enhance the data quality as data is
provided directly by individual customers. iGrant calls itself a ‘data intermediary service,’ as
mentioned in the proposal to a new Data Governance Act. It is a MyData Operator.

https://www.dataswift.io/
https://www.dataswift.io/for-individuals
35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWXhJ01A_X4&feature=youtu.be
33

34
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Inrupt, USA. Sir Tim Berners-Lee is part of this company, which is also behind the technology standard Solid. It sells a license-based version of the open source Solid service and is
doing pilots with companies like the BBC and Natwest.36
OneCub.com, France. This personal data store or personal data sharing intermediary was
built by Olivier Dion, who is also one of the forces behind the standard ANewGovernance.
In OneCub, a private company, Dion and his team aim both at individuals, not letting them
store data but managing their consent for data sharing, and at organisations that need a
trustable way of transferring their data between their own service and third-party services. It
is a MyData Operator.
OwnYourData, Austria.37 A non-profit association that helps you achieve unrestricted access to your data for your benefit. All oﬀered services are licensed as open source. With a
data vault you can store your info and retain control over your data. It is using the W3C Data
Privacy Vocabulary to manage consent in a machine readable format. It is a MyData Operator. With a Semantic container the user is allowed data donation, sharing and even selling of
data. But OwnYourData advises agains selling personal identifiable data.
Midata.coop, Switzerland. This is another personal data store helping individuals control,
safely store their health data and donate it to science. Midata Cooperation is a non-profit.
Swiss citizens can, for example, open an account by participating in Corona Science.38 It is
free to open an account and use it, and in the future might be enhanced with additional services such as visualisation of personal data.
Meeco, Australia, Belgium and the UK.39 A personal data store, one of the first of its kind,
that helps individuals with access, control, delegation and consent to their identity and data.
Via their consent engine, users can decide who can use their data, for how long and for
what reason. All data is fully encrypted on a per user basis. According to the company, businesses need to rethink how they collect, store and exchange their customers’ information,
as more and more individuals reclaim the rights to their data. Therefore, Meeco helps companies develop customer-centric privacy by design applications - always with audit and
consent. Meeco, a MyData Operator, has provided a data vault to a leading Belgian retail
bank KBC,40 another promising sign of possible scaling of the personal data economy.
Mydex, Great Britain. Mydex was one of the first personal data stores in the world.41 It is
designed to equip the individual with the tools necessary to collect, receive, store and share their personal data under their control with granular consent management which they
can modify or revoke at will. The individual is always in control and legally protected by a
‘safe by default’ data sharing agreement which is based on contract law. For example, individuals can specify constraints such as time limits or the number of times the data can be
used. As a Community Interest Company it sets a high standard for personal data stores in
their Mydex Charter,42 and there is no risk of being sold and acquired by another company
that does not live up to the same high standards. Mydex is working with the Scottish gover-
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https://inrupt.com/solid-enterprise-natwest-bbc
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https://www.ownyourdata.eu/en/
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https://coronascience.ch/en/
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https://www.meeco.me/

40

https://www.kbc.be/retail/en/products/payments/self-banking/on-your-smartphone/mobile/digital-safe.html

41

https://mydex.org/
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nment building a privacy-protected data sharing infrastructure.43 Mydex only oﬀers basic
insights services, but expects significant growth in services enabling individuals to better
understand their lives through data especially in areas such as health and well being, debt
and financial management, and education.
Polypoly, Germany. This initiative is building a polyVerse, a data ecosystem based on decentralised data storage that’s controlled by the respective user. A Cooperative44 enables
the community to control and monetise their private data within a secure infrastructure.
There’s a Polypoly GmbH, an enterprise45, which produces higher value for the economy
rather than higher volume data. And there’s the foundation46, where GDPR is baked into the
decentralised infrastructure. Polypoly is an open structure on which any new and old services can be based, with the aim of creating a fair, transparent, and socially meaningful use of
data. According to Polypoly the key is balance: ‘We are focused on creating a fair trade
data exchange that respects the self-interest of all parties. And if conflict might appear, we
shall make it transparent.’’ Polypoly is building its system on the Solid technology, but has
its own infrastructure with ‘features’ inside the system. For example, it could be a company
building a Polypoly-API into their website, and Polypoly will thus help the company’s website personalize content according to the user’s consents, control and data delivery. The
company will not know your age, gender, where you live or anything about you. It is a MyData Operator.
SafeOnline, Denmark.47 With this service, you can find the companies that already have
your data online. You can delete your data with various services and demand it be ported to
you. With one click, you can ask to get your data sent, moved, or deleted from all companies that might have it, and with their app ‘Connectid Personal’ you can scan all your emails
to find the companies that are in possession of your data.
Schluss, Netherlands.48 This start-up wants you, and you alone, to decide who knows what
about you when (the essence of privacy). Users set up a digital vault to which only they
have access, not even Schluss, which is a foundation aiming to become a cooperative. You
store your data with Schluss, and because it is all in one place, it is always up to date. In
case a user gets a new telephone number, bank account or address, they just update the
information inside their personal vault and every entity they granted access to is automatically updated as well. Schluss does not oﬀer any services, as they believe in separating
data from services. It is a MyData Operator.
Streamr, Finland.49 Streamr is a decentralised open source platform for real-time data. Via
this Finnish platform, you can discover new ethical business models for user data with scalable crowdsourced data sets and set up so-called Data Unions. The Data Union framework
is a data crowdsourcing and crowdselling solution. Working in tandem with the Streamr
Network and the cryptocurrency Ethereum, the framework powers applications that enable
people to earn money by sharing valuable data. Swash50 is a data union - a browser extension that monetises your browsing data. It is a MyData Operator.
43
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Threefold, Belgium.51 Funded by the serial entrepreneur Kristof De Spiegeleer and others,
Threefold is a movement growing a ‘sustainable peer-to-peer internet that is available everywhere and can be owned by everyone' – across geographical and cultural borders, empowering people to be autonomous, and providing equal chances to learn, partake and
succeed. The ecosystem built around autonomous and decentralised storage is called
threefold.io. Their open source, stateless and lightweight operating system Zero-OS is built
on Linux. They call these servers ‘3Nodes’ and their owners ‘Farmers.’ Together, Farmers
form the ThreeFold Grid - the world's largest peer-to-peer network. The threefold Grid
boasts of using little power, little bandwidth and at the same time promotes more privacy
and accessibility.52
There are many other personal data stores or trusts. Almost every country has at least one
by now, for instance Paspit (Japan), Rita Personal Data (Netherlands), polite.one (France), Its
My Data (Germany), MyFairData (France), Datawallet (US), and Okto (Netherlands). Many of
them are MyData Operators.53
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Chapter 6

What to Look For In A Personal Data Store

P

ersonal data stores are still in its infancy, and there are big diﬀerences in what they
oﬀer and how they are organised. Therefore both individuals and companies/organisations have to investigate carefully what their needs are and which personal data
store can meet them. Below are some of the aspects to consider doing before choosing a
personal data store.
Does It follow any principles for data ethics?
Does the service subscribe to specific ethics principles that you agree with? For example
the MyData Principles54 or the Mydex Charter.55
Should you monetise your data?
Some personal data stores will help you sell your data for money or discounts. This is a somewhat controversial idea. You shouldn’t sell your body parts or organs or rent our your
womb either, some would argue. On the other hand, you could make some money, it is a
good selling point for individual data control, and it could also give a personal data store
some revenue.
If you think it is a good idea and want to give it a try, you should consider distinguishing between what you can sell without any consequences for you, and what you should never sell.
And remember that your data on its own - from your sexual orientation to a rare illness - will
most likely never represent a whole lot of value for companies compared to the value you
ascribe to the pieces of your identity.
The unfortunate consequence of selling personal data might be that mainly students and
people most in need of funds will sell their data hoping for a pay-out.
If a personal data store is building a market place for personal data and thus engages in
data brokerage, i.e. helping users sell their data, it potentially opens the door to multiple
ways of data misuse.
What services does the data store oﬀer?
A good personal data store helps you and society gain new insights from your data. Everybody can learn a lot from their data and use it to improve their life - be it better health or
improved financials, and your data can also be used anonymously for beneficial purposes
by society or companies. The choice is yours.
Where is the data stored?
If the personal data store allows you to store your data with them and if you live in Europe, it
is a good idea to chose a service that hosts the data in European countries adhering to EU
laws. Storage on your device is also a good option.
How is the personal data store organised?
A cooperative, a community interest company or a non-profit is probably a safe choice. But
a private company can be set up just as safely, and being a private enterprise often makes it
easier to scale and oﬀer multiple, easy-to-use services.
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https://mydata.org/declaration/
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https://dev.mydex.org/mydex-charter.html
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If a personal data store is built on venture capital, investors will expect it to gain critical
mass so they can exit profitably. There is an inherently high risk that all the promises of the
PDS might be abandoned by the new owner.
Furthermore, the term can easily be abused, as it becomes popular. Big tech platform
Google tried to set up a data trust within its company SideWalk Lab, when it was still building a smart neighbourhood in Toronto. It faced growing criticism for its lack of privacy and
was finally shut down.56 A trustworthy data trust - whether it is for-profit or non-profit - is truly transparent and open and operates with independent oversight on behalf of the individual user.
Who can access your data?
The best in class personal data stores do not have access to your data. Your data is encrypted, and only you can access the data.
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Data Trusts - A new tool for data governance by Element/Nesta 2019
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Chapter 7

Services to Empower Yourself with Data

P

rotecting and controlling your data in a personal data store is one thing. Gaining insights into your data and activating them in order to empower yourself is another. Various start-ups and companies are trying to invent new services around this question,
especially when it focusing on money and health. Below are examples in alphabetical order.
Bitsabout.me, Switzerland. How many tons of CO2 does my lifestyle cause? With the CO2
calculator based on your data, you’ll know. Users fill out a short survey, import their data
from Google and Netflix and can see their personal carbon footprint. Bitsabout.me also features the Nutri-Score card based on supermarket purchases that assesses the overall health of your grocery shopping. If you import data from Google, Facebook and Instagram,
you can get a glimpse of your digital life, where your geodata trail will show not only where
your were at what time, but also how often you used online services during a certain period
of time.57
Cozy Bank, France. The French personal data store cozy.io operates a bank where users
can see a data visualisation of all their accounts to better manage their money. Their spending is categorised, so they can for instance see all their health expenses in one point and
be notified of refunds. Cozy has other services for their customers to control their data,
such as a password manager, picture sharing with family and friends, and a shared notebook.
Driver’s Seat, US.58 Driver’s Seat is a cooperative of on-demand drivers who aggregate
their own combined driving data in an app to gain insights that are usually collected but
kept secret by gig employer platforms such as Uber. When Driver’s Seat sells mobility data
to city agencies, they share the profits with drivers.59
HAT/Dataswift, UK. With your own HAT,60 you can access ‘tools and insights’ and have
your sentiment tracked across various social media accounts. Users also receive a weekly
summary of their online activities with an overview of all the data accumulated in a week.
Users can also have their writing analyzed and get access to a notebook function.
Diabetes Services61, Denmark. Diabetes Services facilitates a human-centric ecosystem of
data using services for diabetes- and lifestyle management. The aim is to ensure that people with diabetes have a healthy blood glucose and a high quality of life. This is done, among
other things, by combining and streamlining data from diﬀerent sources (medical and personal equipment) which is put into a personal context. This makes it easier for healthcare
professionals to target treatment to the individual’s specific needs. Diabetes Service operates as a MyData operator to provide interoperability at the technical, informational and
governance levels to support the flow of personal data across services.
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FinanzGuru, Germany.62 Helps users get a better handle on their money. You can tell your
bank to share your data with FinanzGuru and use diﬀerent tools to better understand your
finances. One service scans all accounts to identify insurance policies and check if you still
need them, tell you if you are double insured and even proposes a better price from a competitor. It can also assess your electricity bill and determine whether you can save money by
switching to a diﬀerent provider.
Liva Health Care, Denmark.63 This company, active in 7+ countries, provides personalised
life-changing health care programs for users who are either suﬀering from a disease or are
at high risk to fall ill due to being overweight. Liva Tech helps users collect data about
themselves, including medicine intake, to optimize personalised digital health coaching.
Lifescope.io, US. Another personal data store with a clear focus on consumer services to
better understand their lives with their data. You can find your favorite movies, music, TV
and sports, converse with family across social networks, get an overview of last week’s top
social media posts, aggregate your tax-deductible online purchases, create scrapbook of
everywhere you went last summer, and gather your favorite music across Spotify and YouTube.
MAIF, France. Companies themselves can also build personal data stores and oﬀer services to bring user data to life. But just rebranding your customers My Page to My Data Store
is not enough. Companies need to give their customers full control. The teacher-owned
French insurance company MAIF is testing that option. It has invested in Cozy.io where a
selected number of customers can store and fully control their own data. It also invested in
snips.ai, which has built a virtual personal voice assistant that allows voice processing on
the device, which maximizes privacy and minimizes the user’s data footprint and dependency on the cloud. Snips has since been bought by Sonos. MAIF is among the first companies to actually grant its customers ‘self-data,’ as individual data control is called in France.
MiniQ, Sweden. MiniQ64 is a web-based tool to help patients and their doctors optimise
prescriptions and to avoid potential complications from their drug regimen. Many seniors
take more than five diﬀerent types of medicine, and this tool can tell whether there is a drug
conflict. It is an EU-financed project active in Sweden and Spain and is a collaboration between Karolinska Instituttet in Sweden, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid and several others.65
Open Humans, US.66 Open Humans help people access and understand their personal
data, and help them do and share things that use that data. For individuals, they have community support for self-research, tools for personal data access, and data analysis notebooks running in your browser. It is a non-profit organization funded by, among others, the
Knight Foundation and the Shuttleworth Foundation.
Savvy COOP, US. A platform for patients sharing insights and experiences with companies
and get paid fairly. Members are co-owners of the enterprise with voting power, and they
choose themselves with whom to share information. Their mission is to improve health care
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and patient services through inclusive and collaborative design (breaking with a tradition in
the health sector of developing products without speaking to patients first). As the steward
of the cooperative, Savvy67 is legally required to operate in the best interests of patients.68
Spenderlog, Denmark.69 This service goes through all your supermarket receipts and lets
you know how much money you spend on bread, wine or diapers. You can compare your
consumption patterns with others and see your buying behavior over the course of a
month, for example when you spend most on sweets.
Spiir, Denmark.70 Helps users gain more control over their finances by allowing their bank
to share their data with Spiir to run through their tools. Spiir makes money from their technical platform called Nordic API Gateway for banks which oﬀers financial services for bank
customers who want more control over their data.
Sovrin, US. The Sovrin Network71 is designed to bring the trust, personal control, and easeof-use of analog IDs – like driver’s licenses and ID cards – to the Internet. It is an alternative
to today’s siloed identities, endless passwords and insecure databases and provides individuals with a secure identity verification of self-sovereign identity. Lots of companies support
Sovrin, e.g. identity management services or Deutsche Telekom, which aims to experiment,
initiate, and develop solutions based on distributed ledger technologies.
Worker Info Exchange72. This UK-based non-profit organisation helps workers access and
get insights from data collected about them at work. Whether you are an Uber driver or a
Deliveroo rider, Worker Info Exchange aims to tilt the balance away from big platforms,
in favour of the people who make these companies so successful every day
– the workers. "Only by working together to collect and pool our data as workers can we
begin to really demand a better deal at work," they write on their website.
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Chapter 8

Shared Responsibility

T

his book is mainly about individual data control, which puts a lot of responsibility on
the individual. But to create a full-blown data democracy, everybody has a responsibility and plays a vital role. We all share the responsibility.

The State/Government’s Responsibility
The state must make sure that we have adequate laws respecting fundamental rights of individuals and - even more important - ensure that those laws are enforced.
Of course, we need regulation of personal data, and definitely more than we have today.
But we cannot rely only on regulation. Some tend to believe the solution mainly lies in regulation and suggest e.g. banning sales of personal data, banning the current ad tech industry,
banning personalisation based on third-party data etc. Some of those steps may be appropriate, but we also need users and companies to take part in changing the data economy to
be more fair.
We do have good regulation of personal data with the GDPR, the General Data Protection
Regulation. And with the proposal for a ‘Data Governance Act’73 by the EU Commission in
November 2020, we are well on the way to enhanced regulation of the space. The idea of
individual data control is central in this proposal. The EU will boost the development of a
trustworthy data-sharing system.74 It will:
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• Empower Europeans to decide what happens to their data, and what data they would
like to share with whom.
• Facilitate data altruism to make it easier and safer for companies and individuals to voluntarily make their data available for the benefit of society.
This proposal is based on the European Data Strategy promulgated in 2020.75 It classifies
personal data stores as 'data intermediaries.’ Though a compulsory certification scheme
would definitely enhance trust, according to the proposal, the Commission has put forward
a softer proposal in the form of a voluntary labelling mechanism. It also proposes that data
intermediary services can register as ‘Data Altruism Organisation recognised in the EU’ and
that they should be legally established within the EU.
The state should also develop guidance to help organisations create data trusts, according
to a report from the Open Data Institute on data trust pilots.76 Each stage of the data trust
life-cycle described requires more detailed guidance and support. These range from template agreements and guidance for business models to methods for mapping data trust stakeholders and their roles and responsibilities. Developing and sharing these tools will help
advance the field.
The states/governments should also push for products and services that are not only compliant with the laws but also ethical in their use of data. They should be role models in their
own use of personal data and AI, and in their purchases of digital services, as DataEthics.eu
advocates for in a white paper on public procurement.77
And states/governments should invest in citizens' digital skills, when it comes to understanding the role of data in society and how individuals could take on responsibility of controlling their own data.
Finally, states should support research in data anonymisation, cryptography, Privacy by Design and other methods ensuring privacy and security.
Individual Responsibility
Just like individuals control their own money, they should control their personal data. It does
not mean that other entities will not be sitting on parts of your data as well, but you are the
one who ultimately decides whether your data should be used for personalised services, for
instance to enrich your health journal data with self-collected pulse and step data. It should
also be your call whether your data can be used for anonymised insights for businesses to
monetise or for science, for instance to discover new cures.
Individual data control also means more responsibility on the individual, which is why some
organizations, e.g. The European Consumer Organisation, BEUC, have expressed
concerns.78 Yet there is no way around the individual taking on his or her responsibility in a
data democracy. Citizens/consumers/users have to become educated in all things data and
the basics of digital selfdefense.79 At the end of the day, individuals must learn to protect
their data, how to activate them and how to empower themselves with data.
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Individuals also have a responsibility to demand the ethical handling of data by public authorities, organisations and companies. That includes choosing ethical alternatives to help
boost the market for trustworthy digital services, much like a growing number of people
demand organic labels. What we need are certification schemes that can help steer consumers in that direction, just like we have organic food and other products seals.
Responsibility of Companies & Organisations
Proper data ethics principles80 should be a core value embedded and enforced in every
company and organisation, from the very top of the organisation to the very bottom. Organisations that use a lot of personal data should give their customers/users real control over
their data, and when new services are innovated it should be done in accordance with Privacy by Design principles. Those new services should also always help customers/users to
empower themselves with data. Both for example Belgian KBC Bank81 and Mastercard82 are
exploring the route of individual data control.
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Chapter 9

How To Do It Legally

T

here are three legal mechanisms which could help foster responsible data governance, according the Ada Lovelace Institute’s report ‘Exploring legal mechanisms for data
stewardship' from March 2021: Data Trusts, Data Cooperatives and Contractual Mechanisms.
Data trusts allow individuals to state how they want their data to be managed and they can
mandate a trustee to pursue these aspirations “Data trusts can be built with a highly participatory structure in mind, requiring systematic input from the individuals that set up the
data trust. It’s also possible to build data trusts with the intention to delegate to the data
trustee the responsibility to determine what type of data processing is to the beneficiaries’
interest. The distinctive elements of this model are the role of the trustee, who bears a fiduciary duty in exercising data rights,” according to the report.83
The Ada Lovelace report shows a mock case study on a data trust
A school is using an educational platform to deliver teaching materials, with homework being assigned by online tools that track student learning progress, for example recording test scores. The data
collected is used to tailor learning plans, with the aim of improving student performance. How to do
this and respect data privacy and individual data control?
A data trust is set up. It tasks a data trustee with the exercise of those rights with the aim of negotiating the terms of service to the benefit and limits established by the school, parents and pupils. It also
aims at maximising the school’s ability to evaluate diﬀerent types of tools, within an agreed scope of
data use that maintains the pupils’ and parents’ confidence that they are minimising the risks associated with data sharing. The trust will be able to leverage its members’ rights to data portability and/or
access when the school discusses onwards terms of data use with the educational platform service
provider.

Data cooperatives can be considered when individuals want to pool data resources and
repurpose the data in the interest of those it represents. They collectively steward their data
and create one voice in relation to a company or institution.
Contractual mechanisms can be used to design an ecosystem of trust in situations where a
group of organisations sees benefits in sharing data under mutually agreed terms and in a
controlled way. The involvement of an independent data steward is envisaged as a means
of creating a trusted environment for stakeholders to feel comfortable sharing data with other parties, who they may not know or have had an opportunity to develop a relationship of
trust.
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Chapter 10

Pros & Cons

I

ndividual data control has benefits and disadvantages for society, for businesses and organisations and for individuals.
They are listed below.

FOR SOCIETY
Pros
• Will be able to extract more value out of data for the public good, as data monopolies are
getting less powerful. If, for instance, millions of people share their running route within a
city, the community can better plan streetlights where they most needed.
• Public authorities will be able to use predictive algorithms both legally and ethically when
citizens have actively opted in.
• Will have the ability to use data to equitably distribute resources vs. paying a big tech
company for use of that data.
• "Personal data mobility and empowerment can be the next major accelerator of innovation and economic growth," according to Ctrl-Shift.84
• It facilitates data donations.
• It gives individuals agency.85
• The race for collecting as much data as possible among every company will stop.
• Social networks will have to find new ways of making money other than harvesting our
data and selling access to us. Thereby the inclination to keep you addicted to a service
will decrease. So will the pressure to create polarising discussions, which might actually
improve civil and political discourse online.
• "Data intermediaries could play an important role in improved matching of employment
needs, skills availability, and education data to better prepare workers for the future. They
could act as a trustworthy third party aggregating data from potential employers on job
vacancies, data from government departments on educational outcomes and unemployment, and from training providers on skills availability. They could then match potential
employees with available opportunities or further training needs," according to The Center
for Data Ethics and Innovation.86
Cons
• The less resourceful will potentially be induced to sell their data.
• We run the risk of higher prices if more and more people don’t want to pay with their
data, specific products or services will become more expensive.
• If data trusts are not transparent regulators and the public cannot hold them accountable, opening us to the risk that these trusts may be used to avoid taxes, obfuscate profit
generated by data or avoid data protection responsibilities87.
FOR COMPANIES AND ORGANISATIONS
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Pros
• They can build trust among their customers.
• Consent is more easily given and handled.
• It generates higher quality insights into a user’s specific needs, meaning services like personalisation can be more relevant.88
• It enables more accurate prediction and better anticipation of a user’s future requirements.
• As more real-time data is incorporated, the more time-relevant these predictions are.
• If you don’t sit on (or store) data yourself, you are relieved of the big burden of keeping
data secure.
• They can develop new and innovative services for their customers such as password- og
document storage - a digital version of safety deposit boxes. They can oﬀer identity management and verify creditworthiness and identity of customers.
Cons
• They don’t sit on a lot data themselves, if they sign up with an external personal data
store and cannot use their data (with or without consent) anonymously for insights.
• They might have to pay for anonymous insights into data sets they have helped build.
• They can end up with an external personal data store that does not keep its promises and
starts monetising the data or are being sold.
FOR INDIVIDUALS
Pros
• The level of your privacy and data protection is your decision.
• You can empower yourself with your data.
• You can donate data to science.
• You get agency and data literacy, forcing you to understand how the data economy
works before you can act.89
• You can establish collective bargaining power over your data, for example when a group
of workers have more data control related to their jobs, or a community gains more control over data related to their home.90
• As with personal data stores, by placing data in a data trust we separate the data users
from those who control the data. The diﬀerence is that with a trust, we avoid placing the
entire burden of decision-making on the individual.91
• It will change the infrastructure of the internet, forcing social networks to find other business models instead of harvesting personal data to sell access to users.
• You can verify your identity without having to disclose personally identifying information
to others. If needed, you can even anonymously verify your age for age-restricted goods
and services.
Cons
• You are left with the burden of personal data management and thus also an increased
level of responsibility.
• Resourceful citizens actively managing their health data can get unnecessarily worried
and start calling their doctors for advice, taking away time from others who need it.
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•
•
•

Data measured from an app might be incorrect. Pulse measurements and are vitals collected in a hospital or at the doctor’s oﬃce are often more accurate.
The less resourceful will sell their data and probably earn much less from it than the data
is in fact worth.
We risk that it becomes suspicious if you sit on your data and don’t want to share it.
“Now that you have easy access to and control over your data, why don’t you want to
give them to me? Are you hiding something?”

There are definitely more pros or advantages than cons or disadvantages when it comes to
supporting and implementing individual data control in our societies. As Europeans and part
of the EU, it is up to everyone of us to get started building a vibrant data economy.
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